
Preface

Our primary goal in writing this 4th edition is to share the diverse body of family
law with students and provide a basis for them to critically examine and discuss
existing and emerging family law policy from a variety of perspectives. The case-
book actively integrates history, culture, economics and other material to stimulate
learning. It emphasizes 21st century issues and has been designed as a sophisticated
learning and teaching tool.

This 4th edition provides clarity and focus for students and a range of peda-
gogic options for faculty. It was organized so that chapters may be taught indivi-
dually or in a sequence that fits the particular instructor’s objectives for the course.
The casebook can easily fit into the pedagogical scheme of a two, three, or four
credit course. It works well in a classroom setting where the instructor adopts a
traditional or modified Socratic method of teaching family law and also when the
professor organizes the course around problem-based material or simulation. It is at
home in family law clinics where the practical exercises included at the end of every
chapter can help prepare students for handling real life family law cases. The
unique, focused design makes the book easily adaptable for use in an online or
blended course.

In this edition, the narration is more thoroughly and narrowly focused. Some
areas have been edited for greater clarity. We reduced the casebook to 22 chapters
and have integrated the material from the deleted chapters into the remaining ones.

Each chapter opens with an introduction containing learning objectives and
general questions intended to stimulate the interest of the student in the area to be
covered. The numbered sections unfold in a logical progression that helps students
view each chapter as a whole. To enhance students’ understanding, the authors
provide foundational context and commentary in a common sense fashion. Like
focusing the lens of a camera before taking a photo, each chapter sets the scene for
students and narratively fills in what otherwise might be perceived as gaps between
the cases.

New in this edition are the ‘‘boxed learning/thinking modules’’ that we call
‘‘reflective questions.’’ They follow almost every narrated section in the casebook.
This innovative concept is intended to stimulate thought, analysis and discussion.
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We also include a short list of General Principles at the end of each chapter and
these summarize some of the important content covered. They are a skeleton
platform from which students may develop more comprehensive understanding
of the material in the chapter.

We retained and improved the chapter review problems where students have
the opportunity to apply principles discussed in the main body of a chapter to
more complex hypothetical situations. These problems have proven to be particu-
larly popular with students and professors.

We continued the ‘‘Preparation for Practice’’ section in response to faculty who
encourage students to blend substantive family law theory with real-world learning.
These exercises and activities can be integrated into class sessions or conducted
between class meetings.

Overall, this edition is a teaching and learning tool that provides a realistic
perspective on family law. This casebook is distinct from others because the clear
presentation of fundamental family law principles is integrated into the policy
challenges and practical problems that are the daily ‘‘Work of the Family Lawyer.’’

Robert E. Oliphant
Nancy Ver Steegh
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